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Does the LMA MSW solar solution imply
the Dira nature of neutrinos?
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Abstrat
Operating with the bilarge neutrino mixing, we show that in the option of Dira
neutrinos the fermion universality  expressed by the proportionality of neutrino masses
to harged-lepton masses  predits ∆m221 of the order 10
−5 eV2, onsistently with the
LMA MSW solar solution. In ontrast, in the option of Majorana neutrinos the fermion
universality  introdued as the seesaw proportionality of neutrino masses to harged-
lepton masses squared  predits ∆m221 of the order 10
−8 eV2, what is onsistent rather
with the LOW MSW solar solution. Thus, the favored LMA MSW estimation of ∆m221
might be a signal from the Dira nature of neutrinos.
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As is well known [1℄, the bilarge form of mixing matrix for three ative neutrinos νeL,
νµL, ντL [1℄,
U =


c12 s12 0
−s12c23 c12c23 s23
s12s23 −c12s23 c23

 (1)
with cij = cos θij and sij = sin θij , where θ12 ∼ 33◦ (the favored LMA MSW solar solution)
and θ23 ∼ 45◦, is globally onsistent with the observed neutrino deits for solar νe's [2℄ and
atmospheri νµ's [3℄ as well as with the negative Chooz experiment for reator ν¯e's [4℄. It
annot explain, however, the possible LSND eet for aelerator ν¯µ's [5℄ that, if onrmed
by the MiniBooNE experiment, may require the existene of a third neutrino mass-squared
sale ∆m2LSND ∼ 1 eV2 beside the solar and atmospheri sales ∆m2sol ∼ 5×10−5 eV2 (the
favored LMA MSW solar solution) and ∆m2atm ∼ 3×10−3 eV2. The form (1) follows from
the general shape à la Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa of the neutrino mixing matrix [6℄ by
putting θ13 = 0, onsistent with the negative result of Chooz experiment. The hoie of
s13 = 0 eliminates from U the CP violating Dira phase δ as it appears in U only in the
form s13 exp(∓iδ).
The neutrino mixing matrix U = (Uαi) denes the unitary transformation
ναL =
∑
i
UαiνiL (2)
between the ative-neutrino avor and mass elds, ναL (α = e, µ, τ) and νiL (i = 1, 2, 3),
respetively. If the harged-lepton mass matrix is diagonal in the avor representation, U
is at the same time the diagonalizing matrix for M †M , where M = (Mαβ) is the neutrino
mass matrix,
U †M †MU = diag(|m1|2 , |m2|2 , |m3|2) . (3)
Herem1 , m2 , m3 denote generially omplex neutrino masses,m1 = |m1|,m2 = |m2| exp(−2iφ2),
m3 = |m3| exp(−2iφ3). We order |m1| ≤ |m2| ≤ |m3|.
There are two possible options: neutrinos are Majorana partiles with the mass term
−1
2
∑
αβ (ναL)
cMαβνβL+h.c., where M is symmetri but generially omplex, or they are
1
Dira partiles with the mass term−∑αβ ναRMαβνβL+h.c. = −∑αβ (ναL + ναR)Mαβ(νβL+
νβR), where M is Hermitian.
In the rst option, Eq. (3) implies that the unitary U diagonalizes symmetri M in
the omplex orthogonal way
UTMU = diag(m1 , m2 , m3) , (4)
where UT = U †∗ = U∗†. Two phases φ2 and φ3 in m2 and m3 (thus present also in M) are
known as Majorana phases. The omplex orthogonal transformation inverse to Eq. (4) is
M = U∗ diag(m1 , m2 , m3)U
∗T , (5)
i.e., Mαβ =
∑
i U
∗
αimiU
∗
βi. If the symmetri M is real, then the unitary U is real (as in
the ase of Eq. (1)), giving real neutrino masses m1 , m2 , m3. Then, the CP violating
Majorana phases are trivial. In general, these phases an be shifted in Eq. (4) from
m1 , m2 , m3 to U replaed in suh a way by UP with P = diag(1 , exp(iφ2) , exp(iφ3)).
In the seond option, Eq. (3) shows that the unitary U diagonalizes Hermitian M in
the familiar unitary way
U †MU = diag(m1 , m2 , m3) , (6)
giving m1 , m2 , m3 real (then, the phases φ2 and φ3 in m2 and m3 are trivial). The
unitary transformation inverse to Eq. (6) is
M = U diag(m1 , m2 , m3)U
†
(7)
i.e., Mαβ =
∑
i UαimiU
∗
βi.
In the ase of Eq. (1), where U∗ = U , Eq. (5) or (7) leads (in both options) to the
following mass matrix elements (withm1 , m2 , m3 real, in the rst option whenM
∗ = M):
Mee = m1c
2
12 +m2s
2
12 ,
Mµµ = (m1s
2
12 +m2c
2
12)c
2
23 +m3s
2
23 ,
Mττ = (m1s
2
12 +m2c
2
12)s
2
23 +m3c
2
23 ,
Meµ = −(m1 −m2)c12s12c23 = Mµe ,
2
Meτ = (m1 −m2)c12s12s23 = Mτe ,
Mµτ = −(m1s212 +m2c212 −m3)c23s23 = Mτµ , (8)
where c23 ∼ 1/
√
2 ∼ s23 and c12 ∼ 0.84 , s12 ∼ 0.54.
For the bilarge form (1) of U the following neutrino osillation probabilities hold (in
the vauum):
P (νe → νe) = 1− (2c12s12)2 sin2 x21 ,
P (νµ → νµ) = 1− (2c12s12)2c423 sin2 x21 − (2c23s23)2
(
s212 sin
2 x31 + c
2
12 sin
2 x32
)
,
P (νµ → νe) = (2c12s12)2c223 sin2 x21 ,
P (ντ → νe) = (2c12s12)2s223 sin2 x21 ,
P (νµ → ντ ) = −(2c12s12)2c223s223 sin2 x21 + (2c23s23)2(s212 sin2 x31 + c212 sin2 x32) , (9)
where
xji ≡ 1.27
∆m2jiL
E
, ∆m2ji ≡ m2j −m2i (i, j = 1, 2, 3) (10)
(∆m2ji, L and E are measured in eV
2
, km and GeV, respetively). Here, U∗ = U and so,
the possible CP violation is ignored. Thus, P (να → νβ) = P (ν¯α → ν¯β) = P (νβ → να), the
seond equality following from the CPT theorem. In the formulae (9), ∆m221 ≪ ∆m232 ≃
∆m231 (and hene, x21 ≪ x32 ≃ x31), sine ∆m2sol = ∆m221 from the rst Eq. (9) and
∆m2sol ≪ ∆m2atm experimentally, implying ∆m2atm = ∆m232 from the seond Eq. (9),
where the term with sin2 x21 an be ignored. Therefore, the hierarhy of m
2
1 ≤ m22 ≤ m23
is "normal": ∆m221 ≪ ∆m232 ≃ ∆m231 (and not "inverse": ∆m231 ≃ ∆m221 ≫ ∆m232).
In the option of Majorana neutrinos, postulating that the seesaw mehanism [7℄ works,
we an write the mass matrix for ative neutrinos νeL , νµL , ντL in the form
M = −M (D) 1
M (R)
M (D)T = U diag(m1 , m2 , m3)U
†
(11)
with the bilarge mixing matrix U as given in Eq. (1). Here,
L(ν)mass = −
1
2
(
(νL)c , νR
)( 0 M (D)
M (D) T M (R)
)(
νL
(νR)
c
)
+ h. c. (12)
3
with νL = (νeL , νµL , ντL)
T
and (νR)
c = ((νeR)
c , (νµR)
c , (ντR)
c)T is the generi mass
term for Majorana neutrinos, where ναL and (ναR)
c (α = e , µ , τ) are the ative and
(onventional) sterile neutrinos, respetively. In the simplest eetive seesaw model, we
put [8℄
M (D) = U diag(λ1, λ2, λ3)U
† , M (R) = −U diag(Λ,Λ,Λ)U † = −Λ1 (13)
with 0 < λi ≪ Λ (here, in the ase of large mass sale Λ of M (R), possible dierenes
between its three eigenvalues are assumed to be negligible). Then, from Eq. (11)
mi =
λ2i
Λ
(i = 1, 2, 3) . (14)
Introduing in this option the fermion universality for neutrinos and harged leptons
by the straightforward assumption that in Eq. (14) λi are harged-lepton masses,
λ1 = me = 0.510999 MeV ,
λ2 = mµ = 105.658 MeV ,
λ3 = mτ = 1777.03 MeV , (15)
we obtain from Eq. (14)
m1 = 2.611× 10−1 MeV
2
Λ
, m2 = 1.116× 104 MeV
2
Λ
, m3 = 3.158× 106 MeV
2
Λ
(16)
and
∆m221 = m
2
2 −m21 = 1.246× 108
MeV4
Λ2
, ∆m232 = m
2
3 −m22 = 9.972× 1012
MeV4
Λ2
,
∆m221/∆m
2
32 = 1.250× 10−5 . (17)
Making use of the SuperKamiokande estimate ∆m232 ∼ 3×10−3 eV2, we predit from Eqs.
(17) that
Λ ∼ 5.8× 1010 GeV , ∆m221 ∼ 3.7× 10−8 eV2 . (18)
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The predition (18) for ∆m221 [8℄ lies not very far from the experimental estimate ∆m
2
21 ∼
7 × 10−8 eV2 based on the LOW MSW solar solution, whereas the favored experimental
estimation based on the LMA MSW solar solution is muh larger: ∆m221 ∼ 5× 10−5 eV2.
The estimate (18) for Λ gives from Eqs. (16) the neutrino masses
m1 ∼ 4.5× 10−9 eV , m2 ∼ 1.9× 10−4 eV , m3 ∼ 5.5× 10−2 eV . (19)
In the option of Dira neutrinos we an write the neutrino mass matrix in the form
M = M (D) = U diag(m1 , m2 , m3)U
†
(20)
with the bilarge mixing matrix U as presented in Eq. (1).
Expressing in this option the fermion universality for neutrinos and harged leptons
by the straightforward assumption of proportionality
mi = ζλi (i = 1, 2, 3), (21)
where λi are harged-lepton masses as given in Eqs. (15), we get
∆m221 = m
2
2 −m21 = 1.116× 104ζ2MeV2 , ∆m232 = m23 −m22 = 3.147× 106ζ2MeV2 ,
∆m221/∆m
2
32 = 3.548× 10−3 . (22)
With the use of SuperKamiokande estimate ∆m232 ∼ 3 × 10−3 eV2 we predit from Eqs.
(22) that
ζ ∼ 3.1× 10−11 , ∆m221 ∼ 1.1× 10−5 eV2 . (23)
The predition (23) for ∆m221 is not very dierent from the favored experimental estima-
tion ∆m221 ∼ 5× 10−5 eV2 based on the LMA MSW solar solution. The estimate (23) for
ζ implies by means of Eqs. (21) the neutrino masses
m1 ∼ 1.6× 10−5 eV , m2 ∼ 3.3× 10−3 eV , m3 ∼ 5.5× 10−2 eV . (24)
In onlusion, the straigthforward formulation (21) of the fermion universality for
neutrinos and harged leptons implies in the option of Dira neutrinos the predition
5
of ∆m221 of the order 10
−5 eV2, not inonsistent with its most probable LMA MSW
estimation 5 × 10−5 eV2. In ontrast, the straigthforward seesaw formulation (14) and
(15) of this universality leads in the option of Majorana neutrinos to the predition of
∆m221 of the order 10
−8 eV2, not inonsistent with its less probable LOW MSW estimate
7 × 10−8 eV2. Thus, on the ground of fermion universality, the favored LMA MSW
estimation might be onsidered as a signal from the Dira nature of neutrinos.
Notie nally that the harged-lepton mass spetrum (15) an be neatly parametrized
by means of mass matrix of the form [9℄:
M (e) =
1
29


µ(e)ε(e) 0 0
0 4µ(e)(80 + ε(e))/9 0
0 0 24µ(e)(624 + ε(e))/25

 (25)
whih predits mτ = 1776.80 MeV (versus m
exp
τ = 1777.03
+0.30
−0.26 MeV [10℄), when the
experimental values of me and mµ are used as an input (then, ε
(e) = 0.172329 and µ(e) =
85.9924 MeV are also determined). The fermion universality for neutrinos and harged
leptons may be formulated in a straigthforward way by the assumption that the Dira
mass matrix M (D) for neutrinos gets  after its diagonalization U †M (D)U is performed
 the form (25) with the parameters µ(e) and ε(e) replaed by new ones, µ(ν) and ε(ν).
This leads to the predition of ∆m221 of the order 10
−8 eV2 or 10−5 eV2, if neutrinos are
Majorana or Dira, respetively, and the estimate ∆m232 ∼ 3 × 10−3 eV2 is used. Then,
µ(ν) 2/Λ ∼ 1.3 × 10−4 eV, or µ(ν) ∼ 2.7 × 10−3 eV, respetively. If in both options ε(ν)
and ε(e) are negleted, then m1 = 0 and m2,3 =
(
µ(ν)/µ(e)
)2
λ22,3/Λ with Λ ∼ 5.8 × 1010
GeV when µ(ν) = µ(e), or m1 = 0 and m2,3 = ζλ2,3 with ζ = µ
(ν)/µ(e) ∼ 3.1 × 10−11,
respetively. Here, λi are harged-lepton masses as in Eq. (15). The form (25) of fermion
mass matrix has a theoretial bakground desribed reently in Ref. [9℄, onneted with
the origin of three and only three fundamental fermion generations.
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